OPTIONs for MSG 4.1.45 ON THE ROAD
OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Vibrators

Possibility of installing 4 other vibrators:
- 2 on the weighing hoppers (one on the 40’ module, one on the 20’ one)
- 2 on the extractor gate(one on the 40’ module, one on the 20’ one)

moisture and plasticity

Automatic system of checking and testing aggregate moisture and plasticity composed of:
- 3 (5) aggregate moisture detecting probes inserted in the material leaving the storage hoppers
- 1 moisture detecting probe inserted directly in the mixing tank
- 1 system for collecting data from the probes with readings of the moisture present
in the extracted aggregates
- 1 power watt meter to check concrete plasticity

testing system

water dosage by weight

Automatic water dosage by weight including:
- stainless steel container 441 Lb (200 kg) capacity
- water dosage system with loading cell
- automatic discharge using pneumatic valve
- calculation electric/electronic apparatus inserted in the general one

additive dosage by weight

Automatic dosage system for 1(2) liquid and viscose additives including:
- stainless steel container 66 lb (30kg) capacity
- additive dosage system with loading cell
- calculation electric/electronic apparatus inserted in the general one
- 1 (2) additive pumps

volumetric additive dosage

- Dosage system of 1 (2) liquid or viscose additives with 10 pulse per gallon or litre
- Calculation electric/electronic apparatus inserted in the general one
- The storage tanks are not included however the additive pumps are

system

cement silo

Silo in electro-welded sheet metal reinforced to contain and store cement, capacity
42m3, including steel structure, steel pipes for pneumatic loading, anti-explosion
safety valve, guillotine valve, flanges for inserting minimum and maximum limit
switches, flange for installing silo top filter.
Silo accessories:
- aeration system composed of nozzles arranged on two levels of the silo cone
- dust collector

screw conveyor for loading

6’’ (193 mm) diameter screw conveyor, about 23’’ (7000 mm) long to fill the scales,
includes the butterfly valve, hose, cement scale connecting boots, motor started
and wiring.

cement

Personal computer

palmtop

Wi-Fi

IP cameras

Latest version personal computer with supervision software COMPUMAT for managing and checking the whole system.

The possibility to carry out management, quality control and supervision operations
using an industrial palmtop Wi-Fi.

Equipment for checking the system from a distance composed of IP cameras installed on the mixer, aggregates extraction and dosage, with the possibility of seeing on
the PC, palmtop Wi-Fi, remote computer and latest mobiles.

IMAGES

MSG 4.1.45 ON THE ROAD technical details

The MSG 4.1.45 ON THE ROAD an automated con crete batching plant for producing high quality mixed
concrete. The main structure of this system is the trailer which acts as the transport system of the plant
itself making it easy to transport and assemble.
Transportation, installation and commissioning can all be carried out by customer’s existing crew without
the need for foundations, plumbing or electrical connections.
The plant goes together using pinned connections with no needs for bolts and nuts that we call our “zero
nuts and bolts design”.
The electrical and hydraulic connections are carried out and tested in the factory with the aim of
guaranteeing maximum reliability of the whole system, the customer’s assembly crew are therefore required
only to connect industrial plugs as regards the electrical part and connectors for the hydraulic part in
order to get the concrete mixing plant working.
Managing the plant automation and supervision is the most technologically advanced part of the system
and it makes the entire working of the structure basic, the mixing takes place in a very short time and it
produces 40 metres cubed per hour of the highest quality concrete.

TYPE OF MIXER

1.0 MAV / 1 m³

1500 MP/ 1.3 yd3

hourly concrete production

40 m³ / h

52,31 yd3 / h

number of aggregates

4 clamshell gates

4 clamshell gates

aggregate storage

30 m³

39.23 yd3

aggregate scale capacity

2 m³

2,61 yd3

aggregate weighing system

3 load cells

3 load cells

scale extractor belt capacity

60 m³ / h

78,47 yd3 / hr

cement scale capacity

500 Kg

1101 lb

water dosage

Automatic water dosing by water meter
1 pulse/litre

Automatic water dosing by water meter 1
pulse/gal

management system
unload height

Compumat / Concremat
4m

composition

13’ 12”
1 Trailer

Weight with mixer

13,5 t

298 lb

Weight without mixer

9t

198 lb

compressor

100 litres

26,41 gallon

total installed horse power

65 Kw

88 Hp

maximum required horse power with mixer

55 Kw

73 Hp

maximum required horse power without mixer

25 Kw

34 Hp

